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Abstract—Circuit techniques using resistor strings (R-strings)
and resistor rings (R-rings) for phase averaging and interpolation
are described. Phase averaging can reduce phase errors, and phase
interpolation can increase the number of available phases. In ad-
dition to the waveform shape, the averaging and the interpolation
performances of the R-strings and R-rings are determined by the
clock frequency normalized by a RC time constant of the circuits.
To attain better phase accuracy, a smaller RC time constant is re-
quired, but at the expense of larger power dissipation. To demon-
strate the resistor ring’s capability of phase averaging and inter-
polation, a 125-MHz 8-bit digital-to-phase converter (DPC) was
designed and fabricated using a standard 0.35- m SPQM CMOS
technology. Measurement results show that the DPC attains 8-bit
resolution using the proposed phase averaging and interpolation
technique.

Index Terms—Averaging, clocks, delay-locked loops (DLLs), in-
terpolation, phase-locked loops (PLLs).

I. INTRODUCTION

THIS paper deals with the generation of multi-phase clocks,
i.e., generation of multiple periodic clock waveforms with

different phases that equally divides the time period of an input
reference clock. Multi-phase clocks can be found in applications
suchastimingrecovery,phase/frequencymodulationanddemod-
ulation, and delay measurement. The performance of those sys-
tems is mainly determined by the resolution of the available clock
phases, i.e., how many and how accurate the available phases are.

Multi-phase clocks are usually generated using a delay line
consisting of cascaded delay cells, whose delay time is con-
trolled by either a delay-locked loop (DLL) or a phase-locked
loop (PLL). If the delay cells are identical, then their outputs
have identical waveform shapes but different phases. The
number of available phases is the number of delay cells that
constitute one (or half) clock period. The accuracy of the output
phases is determined by the matching properties of the delay
cells. At high clock frequencies, the available phases are limited
by the minimum delay of the delay cells.
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It is possible to attain phase resolution beyond the phase quan-
tization step set by the delay cells. One novel scheme is using
two-dimensional array oscillators [1], [2]. The phase resolution
isincreasedbythenumberofcoupledringsat theexpenseoflarger
chip area and power dissipation. An alternative is using phase in-
terpolators [3], which combine two clock waveforms of different
phasestogenerateanewone.Theresultingphaseisdeterminedby
the combination weighting of the two inputs. In CMOS technolo-
gies, phase interpolators are usually realized using two source-
coupled pairs (SCPs) sharing the same output port; and the ratio
of their tail currents set the combination weighting. However, the
relationship between the output phase and the current ratio is not
linear and sensitive to other factors such as SCPs transconduc-
tance characteristics, waveform shape of the inputs, and the pole
frequency of the output port. Phase accuracy can be improved by
using cascaded arrays of identical phase interpolators with fixed
combination weighting [4]. In this scheme, each phase interpo-
lator is optimized to produce an output whose phase is located at
the center of the two input phases.

This paper describes a circuit technique that uses resistor
strings (R-strings) or resistor rings (R-rings) for phase interpo-
lation. Due to the symmetric nature of the circuit topology, the
phases of the generated new clocks can be uniformly spaced.
The R-strings and R-rings also exhibit an averaging capability
that can reduce phase error caused by mismatches among the
delay cells [5]–[7].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II de-
scribes the phase averaging technique using the R-strings. A
simplified model with capacitive loadings is used to analyze the
phase averaging effect. Section III introduces the phase interpo-
lation technique using the R-strings. The impact of capacitive
loading on phase interpolation is also discussed. Section IV de-
scribes the condition and benefits of using R-rings. Section V
describes a 125-MHz 8-bit CMOS digital-to-phase converter
(DPC) to demonstrate the proposed phase averaging and inter-
polation techniques. The DPC chip was fabricated in a standard
0.35- m CMOS technology [8]. Finally, conclusions are drawn
in Section VI.

II. PHASE AVERAGING USING R-STRING

Fig. 1(a) shows a simple delay line consisting of multiple
delay cells. Assuming identical delay cells, the output of each
delay cell would produce an equally-spaced phase. However,
due to the mismatches among the delay cells, the phase differ-
ence between two adjacent delay cells would not be the same
along the delay line.
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Fig. 1. (a) A simple delay line. (b) A delay line with a R-string. (c) A delay
line with a R-string and isolation buffers.

Fig. 1(b) shows the schematic of a delay line coupling with
a R-string whose resistor element has an identical resistance of

. The R-string introduces a spatial filtering effect on the out-
puts [7]. When approaches to infinity, the interconnection be-
tween adjacent delay cells breaks and the outputs of the delay
line are determined merely by their corresponding delay cells.
With shrinking , each output would begin to be affected by the
neighboring ones. That is because the output currents of each
delay cell would not only flow into their own loads, but also the
neighboring ones via the R-string. The interaction between the
outputs leads to the basic concept of phase averaging.

For most delay cell designs, the delay time is controlled by
varying the equivalent output resistance to change the
product associated with the output node, where is the total ca-
pacitance at the output node. This product will be changed
if the R-string is added. In addition, the value of is small com-
paring to so as to achieve good phase averaging effect. This
will lead to a reduction in the controllable range of delay time.
Thus, it is necessary to separate the function of delay time con-
trol from the R-string’s phase averaging function.

Fig. 1(c) shows a schematic consisting of a delay line,
R-string, and isolation buffers. The buffers isolate the delay
line from large resistive and capacitive loadings, and inherit the
phase information from their corresponding delay-cell output.
The output resistance of the buffers should be high to attain the
strongest averaging effect offered by the R-string [6], [7]. The
control of the delay line is separated from the R-string. The
output phase errors due to the delay-cell mismatches and buffer
mismatches can be reduced by the R-string.

The voltage waveform at each output node in Fig. 1(c) is de-
termined not only by the output currents of the neighboring iso-
lation buffers, but also by the resistive and capacitive loadings at
the output nodes. In order to quantitatively analyze the circuit’s

Fig. 2. A simplified model for analyzing a delay line with a R-string.

Fig. 3. R-string frequency response at locations x = 0,x = �1, andx = �2.

behavior, the simplified model shown in Fig. 2 is used. The capac-
itance at each output node is . The buffers are modeled as ideal
current sources with sinusoidal output currents expressed as

(1)

where is the current amplitude, is the clock frequency,
and is the clock phase. The output current flowing into the
output capacitor is . As derived in Appendix I, with
for , the frequency response of the single buffer current

to the output current can be expressed as

(2)

where

(3)

is the input frequency normalized by the product of the
R-string.

Fig. 3 shows the frequency response of at different
locations, i.e., , 1, and 2. Data from both calculation
using (2) and simulation using SPICE are shown, thus verifying
the validity of (2). At , the transfer gain is
increased for larger , i.e., at a higher clock frequency, more
current flows into the capacitor directly connected to the signal
source. For , approaches 1 and the R-string
loses its phase averaging capability. Figs. 4 and 5 show the space
response of , i.e., magnitude and phase responses at
different locations, for , 1/10, and 1/100. For smaller ,
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Fig. 4. R-string’s space response of magnitude for � = 1, 10 , 10 .

Fig. 5. R-string’s space response of phase for � = 1, 10 , 10 .

the buffer current is distributed more evenly to the neighboring
output capacitors, resulting in a stronger phase averaging effect.

By neglecting R-string’s boundary conditions and assuming
all sinusoidal current inputs have an identical amplitude of ,
the voltage on the output nodes can be computed using spatial
convolution:

(4)

(5)

As expressed in (5), each output voltage on the R-string, , is
a summation of sine waves with different amplitude and phases.
If the current inputs, for all , are sine waves with identical
frequency, the resulting is still a pure sine wave but with
different phase at different locations. The phase of can be
defined as the relative position of its zero crossing in the clock
period.

The spatial convolution of (5) provides the necessary mech-
anism for phase averaging. Assume the input phases in (1) are
uniformly spaced and can be expressed as

(6)

Fig. 6. R-string’s INL reduction factor,R , versus �.

where is the nominal phase difference between two adjacent
inputs, and is the phase deviation at -buffer’s input. Then,
the phase error, , at the th buffer’s output can be approxi-
mated by

where

(7)
Equation (7) is obtained by letting in (5). The sine
functions are expanded in Taylor’s series, and only the first-
order terms are kept in the derivation of (7). Due to symmetric
circuit topology, we have . The phase response
of is not included in (7), since it causes only a con-
stant phase shift for at all locations in this first-order ap-
proximation. From (7), it is necessary to have so
that the inputs of neighboring -buffer can reduce the phase
error, , more effectively. Thus, the of (3) needs to be small
enough for the R-string averaging to be effective.

Let the input phase errors for all be independent
Gaussian variables with a mean of zero and a variance of

. Then, the output phase errors, for all are also
Gaussian, and their variance can be expressed as

(8)
The ratio, , is the R-string’s reduction
factor for the output phase’s integral nonlinearity (INL) due to
the averaging effect. Fig. 6 shows the plot of ratio versus

. Data from both calculation using (8) and simulation using
SPICE are shown. An R-string with a of 1/100 is required
to obtain an INL reduction factor of 1/10. Due to the use of
1st-order approximation in (7), deviation between calculation
and simulation is revealed in Fig. 6.

The differential nonlinearity (DNL) for the input can be de-
fined as . The DNL for the output can
be defined as . Again, let the input
phase errors, for all , be independent Gaussian variables
with a mean of zero and a variance of . Then, both
and are Gaussian for all . Their variances, and
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Fig. 7. R-string’s DNL reduction factorR versus �.

Fig. 8. R-string voltage response for different input phase spacing.

, can be calculated using (7). The R-string’s reduction
factor for the output phase’s DNL can be expressed as

(9)
Fig. 7 shows the plot of ratio versus . Data from both
calculation using (9) and simulation using SPICE are shown.
Comparing Fig. 7 to Fig. 6, the R-string is more effective in
improving DNL than improving INL. This is expected from the
spatial convolution function.

In addition to averaging, it is also necessary to consider the
magnitude of voltage swing on the R-string, which must be suf-
ficiently large to drive the succeeding circuitry. The peak-to-
peak value of , defined as , can be approximated by
using (5) with . Fig. 8 shows
the results for different values of and input phase spacing,

. Data from both calculation using (5) and simulation using
SPICE are shown. In Fig. 8, the is normalized by the
peak-to-peak output voltage when , . The
can be simply expressed as

(10)

where is the current amplitude of all inputs. For a dimin-
ishing value of , the response from any current input, , to

Fig. 9. Phase interpolation using R-string.

any output node becomes identical, i.e.,
for all . As a result, every sine term in (5) is cancelled by an-

other sine term with almost identical magnitude and phase
difference, thus resulting in a reduced .

For a given and , can be reduced by using a smaller
to enhance the averaging effect. But a smaller also results

in decreasing voltage swing on the R-string, . Then, it is
necessary to increase the buffer current to restore . In
other words, averaging effect can be enhanced by reducing ,
but at the expense of more power dissipation so as to maintain
the voltage swing on the R-string.

III. PHASE INTERPOLATION USING R-STRING

As illustrated in Fig. 9, the R-string can also be used for phase
interpolation. The outputs of the buffers are connected using a
R-string. There are identical resistors between the B1 and
B2 buffers. Thus, additional clock phases are generated
from the two original periodic waveforms with different phases
of and . The desired interpolated phases are

(11)

where . Ideal phase interpolation can be
achieved only if waveforms of and in time domain
are two parallel lines. Larger phase difference between and

together with sharp transition of the rising/falling edges
can lead to poor accuracy in phase interpolation. Once the er-
rors in interpolation due to waveform shape is minimized by
choosing a smaller phase difference between the input buffers
and increasing the rise/fall times of the voltage waveforms on
the R-string, the RC delay of the R-string ultimately dominates
the error in phase interpolation.

Consider only the phase interpolation error due to the RC ef-
fect. The voltage on the R-string’s internal nodes can be approx-
imated by

(12)

where

(13)
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Fig. 10. Phase error of a 16X R-string phase interpolator.

Equation (13) represents the magnitude and phase responses of
an infinite RC ladder network with a voltage signal source con-
nected to the node. Equation (13) was obtained by curve
fitting the data from SPICE simulations of a RC ladder network.
Assuming sinusoidal inputs and using the first-order approxima-
tion similar to one described in the previous section, the phase
at node X can be expressed as

(14)
where as defined in (3). From (11) and (14), the
phase error can then be obtained by

(15)

Fig. 10 compares the calculation results using (15) with the
simulation results. The R-string phase interpolator in Fig. 9 with

is used as an example. The isolation buffers, B1, B2,
, output sinusoidal currents, and the phase difference between

and is . Notably, the maximum phase error oc-
curs around . For a larger value of , the phase error
caused by the RC delay is more noticeable. In this case, a on
the order of is required to obtain a maximum phase error
less than .

IV. RESISTOR RINGS

In Fig. 1(c) and Fig. 9, the mechanism of phase averaging
and interpolating is accomplished by using R-string to distribute
each buffer’s output current to its neighboring output nodes. It is
assumed that all buffers along the R-string experience the same
circuit configuration at the output port, so that transfer functions
such as (2) are identical for all buffers. However, at locations
near both terminals of a R-string, the above assumption is no
longer valid, and systematic phase errors occur. This edge-dis-
tortion phenomenon can be eliminated by using a R-ring. As
shown in Fig. 11, if the phase shift along the delay line spans
a full clock period, the two terminals of a R-string can be con-
nected seamlessly to form a ring. Then all buffers (not shown in
the figure) see the same output circuit configuration regardless
of their locations. It is obvious that an oscillator can be formed
by shorting the and of the delay line, whose delay can be
controlled using a phase-locked loop.

Fig. 11. Phase interpolation and averaging using R-ring.

V. DESIGN EXAMPLE

A 125-MHz 8-bit DPC has been designed to demonstrate the
feasibility of phase interpolation and averaging using R-rings
[8]. The DPC receives a reference clock at and generate a
clock of the same frequency at with phase controlled by the
8-bit digital control input Din[7:0]. The total number of ad-
justable phases is 256, which is equally spaced in one clock
period. Fig. 12 shows the DPC’s block diagram. The DPC in-
cludes two delay lines with delay cells D1–D16 and D17–D24.
All delay cells are identical and exhibit the same time delay. The
delay is controlled by a delay-locked loop, so that the total delay
of the first delay line, D1–D16, is one clock period and the total
delay of the second delay line, D17–D24, is half clock period.
At 125 MHz, one clock period is 8 nsec, and one delay-cell
delay is 500 ps. The D1–D16 delay line produces 16 clocks
with equally-spaced phases. The first ring, R-Ring 1, is added
to reduce phase errors caused by mismatches among the delay
cells as well as the isolation buffers. One of the clocks is se-
lected by the MUX1 multiplexer to drive the D17–D24 delay
line. The second ring, R-Ring 2, is used for phase interpola-
tion. The MUX2 multiplexer selects one of 16 phases interpo-
lated between the input and output signals of the D21 delay cell
for the final clock output at . The final timing resolution is

ps, which is defined as 1 LSB for this 8-bit DPC.

The total delay of the D17–D24 delay line needs to be one half
of the clock period in order to use the R-ring configuration for
phase interpolation. It is granted that using the R-Ring 2 is not
the most efficient scheme to interpolate the final 16 phases. One
possible alternative is using a R-string for phase interpolation,
which can be driven by fewer delay cells.

At circuit level, all delay cells are fully differential, thus 8
delay cells locked in half clock period with their complemen-
tary outputs can provide clock phases spanning a full clock pe-
riod to drive the R-rings. However, the phase difference between
the D1’s positive output and D8’s negative output as well as
the phase difference between the D1’s negative output and D8’s
positive output are distorted if the clock’s duty cycle is not 50%.
Thus, in this DPC design, a 16-stage delay line is used to drive
R-Ring 1, so as to reduce phase error caused by duty cycle vari-
ation. On the other hand, an 8-stage delay line is used to drive
R-Ring 2, since only the middle segment around D21 is critical
for the required phase interpolation.

At input frequency MHz, the of R-Ring 1, as de-
fined in (3), is 1/18 with . The differential voltage
swing on R-Ring 1 is 1.12 V. The of R-Ring 2 is 1/8500 with
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Fig. 12. An 8-bit DPC.

Fig. 13. Phase error of the R-Ring 2 phase interpolator.

. The differential voltage swing on R-Ring 2 is 1
V. Fig. 13 shows the phase error of the R-Ring 2 phase inter-
polator from the results of both simulations and calculation of
(15). Two different sets of simulations have been performed.
One used circuit with devices and interconnects extracted from
layout. One used the simplified circuit model described in Sec-
tion III. The phase interpolator achieves a phase error less than

, where ps. The phase errors obtained
from the post-layout simulation are larger than those predicted
by (15). This is mainly due to the fact that the clock signals are
no longer sine waves.

The DPC is realized using the fully-differential cur-
rent-mode logic circuit configuration. The delay cells are
self-biased source-coupled pair with symmetrical loads [9].
A single-to-differential converter and a duty-cycle corrector
(DCC) [10] are placed at the input so that a single-ended
reference clock can be converted into a differential signal with
50% duty cycle. Fig. 14 shows the schematic of the buffers
placed between the delay lines and the R-rings. The combina-
tion of the M7–M8 diode-connected loads and the M9–M10

Fig. 14. Isolation buffer circuit schematic.

cross-coupled loads exhibits large differential-mode resistive
loading and low common-mode resistive loading, eliminating
the use of common-mode feedback [11]. The M3–M6 and
M4–M5 current mirrors are designed to provide a current gain
of 4.

The DPC was fabricated using a standard 0.35- m
single-poly quad-layer metal (SPQM) CMOS technology.
Fig. 15 shows the chip micrograph. The chip area occupied
by the DPC is m . Fig. 16 shows the floorplan
of R-Ring 1, including the routing of the clock signals. The
R-Ring is folded four times to fit the width of overall floor-
plan, and also to reduce the effects of process gradient. The
isolation buffers are placed around the R-Ring. The individual
resistor is realized using polysilicon resistor with a resistance
of and a dimension of 31.4 m by 1.6 m. The
random mismatch between the resistors is estimated to be

. The R-Ring 2 has similar floorplan.
The input frequency of this DPC chip can be varied from 50

to 250 MHz. The power dissipation is 110 mW from a 3.3 V
supply. The measured peak-to-peak jitter of the output is 30 ps
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Fig. 15. Chip micrograph.

Fig. 16. Floorplan of R-Ring 1.

and the root-mean-square (RMS) jitter is 5.1 ps, while the RMS
jitter of the input clock is 3.2 ps.

Define the DPC’s normalized output phase with input
as

(16)

where is the relative time delay of the DPC’s output.
Fig. 17 shows the measured DPC’s transfer characteristic,
i.e., versus . The DPC’s DNL, which is defined as

for , exhibits a similar
pattern every 16 consecutive input codes, indicating some
layout mismatches around the MUX2. The mismatches are
mainly due to the parasitic capacitance of the interconnects.
The DNL is within 1 LSB at most of the input codes, except
the recurring 1.8 LSB DNL errors every 16 input codes. The
INL, which is defined as for , is
measured to be within 2 LSB.

VI. CONCLUSION

Resistor strings can be used for phase averaging and interpo-
lation. Phase averaging can reduce phase errors and phase inter-
polation can increase number of available phases. When clock
phases spanning a full period are available for driving a resistor
string, a resistor ring are preferred to mitigate the edge-distor-
tion phenomenon. Capacitors on the resistor strings (or rings)
can degrade the effectiveness of both averaging and interpola-
tion. The design parameter need to be care-
fully chosen to optimize the tradeoff between phase accuracy
and power dissipation.

Fig. 17. Measured DPC transfer characteristics.

To demonstrate the R-Ring’s capability of phase averaging
and interpolation, a 125-MHz 8-bit DPC was designed and fab-
ricated using a standard 0.35- m SPQM CMOS technology.
The DPC consists of two delay lines driving two R-rings re-
spectively. Together, they generate 256 different clock phases.
Measurement results show 8-bit resolution is possible using the
R-ring technique.

APPENDIX

R-STRING’S FREQUENCY RESPONSE

In Fig. 2, the node, , connects a current source, a capac-
itor, and two RC ladder networks on the right and left. If the
length of the two networks is infinity, then the input impedance
of each network can be expressed as

(17)

where . Let for . Using the
principle of current dividing, the current flowing in the capacitor
connected to the node is

(18)

The current flowing in the capacitor connected to the
nodes can be computed from as

(19)

The current flowing in the capacitor connected to the node,
for , can be computed from as

(20)
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Thus, the frequency response of the current gain from to
can be written as

(21)

Replacing with , the above equation can be manipu-
lated to obtain (2).
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